JOINT SOLUTIONS BRIEF

ONE GLOBAL VOICE SOLUTION
Flexible, scalable connectivity supporting
local requirements
Together, Horizon Telecom and Equinix make global connectivity flexible and scalable
by delivering tomorrow’s end-to-end voice innovations today.
Acting as your neutral and trusted advisor, we minimize complexity and ensure ease
of business with just one contract, one invoice and one point of contact. Carrier and
cloud neutral, our global reach and expertise delivers agile solutions for global VOIP
(SIP) and global cloud UC.

The challenges you face

We solve all
connectivity
and global
voice
challenges
worldwide

Sourcing the right solution

ISDN phasing out

How can you find a single voice solution

As telcos phase out ISDN around the

that encompasses different legislations

world, replacing legacy voice services

and local country requirements (including

raises critical questions. Where do you

emergency and local telephone numbers);

start and what are the risks? How should

harmonizes PBXs, license models and

you manage the different deadlines per

contracts; delivers global scale; integrates

country? Who can support you globally,

Skype for integrates Skype for Business

avoiding the complexities of country-by-

and Teams; ensures consistent voice

country migration? How can you ensure

uptime; and provides clear visibility of

your solution is future-proofed?

spend and infrastructure?

The key benefits of our solution
Reduced complexity
and costs

Tailored enterprise cloud
communications

Giving you more control and visibility

Supporting the growth of your digital

with less complexity and costs, we

business, our globally integrated and

are the global partner who takes

managed communication solutions

care of all your local, country-specific

connect you directly, securely and

requirements.

dynamically to cloud and voice providers.

Neutrality with global reach
Both Horizon Telecom and Equinix are

Proven global voice
methodology

vendor agnostic, giving you access to

Horizon Telecom’s Phased Voice

over 1,800 network and 2,900 cloud and

Program equips you with a step-by-step,

IT providers globally.

proven, predictable and risk-mitigated
migration of legacy voice systems to a
future-proofed global VOIP platform.

Our leading capabilities enable your success

About Equinix
Equinix connects the world’s leading

Global voice and cloud UC
Our Carrier Neutral Phased Program approach guides you to a future-ready platform,
using both global and regional voice carriers. This consists of Enterprise Global SIP, Skype
for integrates Skype for Business and Teams Connectivity or true Global Cloud Unified

businesses to their customers,
employees and partners inside the
most interconnected data centers. In 52
markets across ﬁve continents, Equinix

Communication (Cloud UC), combined with voice, video, messaging, collaboration and

is where companies come together

contact center solutions.

to realise new opportunities and
accelerate their business, IT and cloud

Global connectivity services

strategies. We operate the only global

We are committed to delivering the best voice and data solutions, tailored to your global

interconnection platform, sparking new

business requirements. Combining leading industry expertise and experience, we are carrier

opportunities that are only possible

neutral and can connect you anywhere, to any location, with any carrier/operator worldwide.

when companies come together.

Interconnected data centers with global reach
Equinix data center services safeguard mission-critical data with the highest levels of

About Horizon Telecom

security and operational reliability. Delivering industry-leading >99.9999% availability,

Delivering global, carrier-neutral and

Equinix‘s eight data centers in the Amsterdam metro and 200 data centers globally,

future-proofed connectivity, Horizon

provide access to vital ecosystems where major networks, enterprises and business

Telecom creates bespoke customer-

partners interconnect.

driven solutions that fulfil specific needs
by combining multiple techniques and

Equinix Cloud Exchange Fabric™

networks. Our infrastructure enables

Equinix Cloud Exchange Fabric™ (ECX Fabric) directly, securely and dynamically connects
distributed infrastructure and digital ecosystems on Platform Equinix® via global, softwaredefined interconnection. Available across 35+ locations, ECX Fabric is designed for
scalability, agility and connectivity over a self-service portal or API. Through a single port,

us to integrate global solutions into a
single seamless service, completely
customized to your business
requirements.

discover and reach anyone on demand, locally or across metros.

PLATFORM EQUINIX
Internet

Connecting & integrating your branches with voice and connectivity

Branch offices

MPLS or
SDWAN

Equinix Cloud
Exchange Fabric™

Voice users

Global VoIP platform
Global reach, single solution

Other
CSPs

Skype for Business
and Teams certified

For more information on how Horizon Telecom and Equinix deliver end-to-end, future-proofed global
voice services, contact us at contact@horizontelecom.nl or visit us at www.horizontelecom.nl
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